Biometric recognition is an emerging technology that has attracted more attention in recent years. Biometric is referred to physiological and behavioral characteristics to identify individuals. Iris characteristic is related to physiological biometric characteristics. Iris recognition approaches are among the most accurate biometric technologies with immense potential for use in global security applications. The aim of this research is to implement an efficient approach to process the diseased eye images to verify the second iris examination for the same person by inserting an improvement step to the iris recognition system. The improvement step makes a correction of boundary around the pupil and removes the corrupted regions. This approach demonstrates its ability to detect the inner limit of the iris. The obtained results show that 90% success in the detection of diseased eye images, which make the iris recognition system more accurate and safe.
INTRODUCTION
Biometric identification is a new technology to recognize a person based on a physiological or behavioral characteristic that attracting a lot of attention recently [1] [2] [3] . As the level of counterfeit and deceptive transactions increases rapidly, so this causes the need for highly secure identification technologies and personal verification [4] [5] [6] . The existing methods of shared secrets such as PINs or passwords, key devices, and smart cards, these are not sufficient in many applications [7] [8] [9] . Biometric characteristic can realize this issue that is unique and realize the characteristic of a human [10] [11] [12] . The use of biometrics for personal authentication becomes practical and considerably more accurate than the current methods [13] [14] [15] .
The biometric characteristics are classified into two main categories [16, 17] : Physiological characteristics related to the shape or part of the body, such as iris, fingerprint, face, DNA, retina, and the geometry of the hand [18] [19] [20] . The behavior characteristics are related to the human behavior, such as gait, voice, signature, and keystroke dynamics [21] [22] [23] . Biometrics can be applied in companies, governments, military, border control, hospitals, banks …, etc. [24] [25] [26] . These characteristics are used to verify the identity of a person for allowing access to certain information [27] [28] [29] .
The most important characteristics of the iris do not change the texture of the iris through a person life [30, 31] . This stability of iris features over a long time, leading to guarantees the long period of validity of the data and it does not need to update; in addition, iris characteristics are well protected from the environment [32] [33] [34] . This advantage allows iris identification as the most accurate and reliable biometric identification [35] [36] [37] . In the entire human population, there is no similarity two irises in their mathematical details, even between identical twins [38] [39] [40] . The probability of finding two people with an identical iris is almost approach zero, and the probability that two irises are similar; it is approximately 1 in 10 10 [41] [42] [43] .
Iris recognition is an effective aspect of human identification for its dissimilarity between iris characteristics. These research aims are to introduce an efficient biometric iris recognition approach based on iris localization method. This approach tries to improve the identification process through certain processes on iris image.
IRIS RECOGNITION
The recognition of the iris is an automatic method of biometric identification that uses mathematical techniques of pattern recognition in video images of one or both irises of an individual's eyes [44, 45] . The complex iris patterns are unique, stable, and visible from a distance [46, 47] . The iris recognition technology determines the identity of an individual through many steps, as shown in Fig. 1 [48, 49] . These steps of iris recognition are as follows:
• Iris image acquisition: This step deals with using of electronic devices that converting the object into digital images such as digital camera and digital scanner [50, 51] . • Image preprocessing: The iris image is preprocessed to obtain a useful region iris image such as to illustrate the detection of the inner and outer boundaries of the iris. This step detects and removes the eyelids and eyelashes that may cover the eye image [52] . The iris image has low contrast and uneven illumination caused by the position of the light source, so preprocessing try to recover these aspects. All of these factors can be compensated in the image preprocessing step [53] .
• Feature extraction: This step deals with generating of features applying the texture analysis method to extract features from the normalized iris image [54] . Important features of the iris are extracted for precise identification purposes [55] .
• Template matching: This step deals with comparing the user model with the database models using a corresponding matching statistic [56] . The corresponding metric will give a measure of similarity between two iris models or template. It provides a range of values when comparing models of the same iris and another range of values when comparing different iris models [57] . Finally, a high confidence decision is made to identify whether the user is authenticated or not [58] .
LITERATURE REVIEW
Many literature reviews are published related to iris recognition. This section introduces some of the updated researches related to iris recognition subject.
Rai and Yadav (2014) considered a new method for recognition of iris patterns using a combination of Hamming's distance and support vector machine. The zone of the zigzag collar of the iris is selected for the extraction of iris characteristics because it captures the most important areas of the complex iris pattern and a higher recognition rate is achieved. The proposed approach also used the detection of parabolas and the cut medium filter for the detection and removal of eyelids and eyelashes, respectively. The proposed method is efficient from a computer and reliable point of view, with a recognition rate of 99.91% and 99.88% based on the image data of Cassia and Check, respectively [59] . Hamouchene et al. (2014) implemented a new iris recognition system using a new feature extraction method. The proposed method, Neighborhood-based binary pattern, compares each neighbor of the center pixel with the next neighbor to code it for 1 if it is greater than the center pixel or 0 if it is smaller than the center pixel. The resulting binary code is converted into a decimal number to build the NBP image.
To deal with the problem of rotation, we propose a coding process to obtain an invariant image by rotation. This image is subdivided into several blocks and the average of each block is calculated; then, the variations of the averages are encoded by a binary code [60] . as main characteristics. This study makes three main contributions: First demonstrated the utility of an iris and a set of periocular data, which contains images acquired with 10 different mobile configurations and the corresponding data of iris segmentation. This data set allows us to evaluate iris segmentation and recognition methods, as well as periocular recognition techniques; second reported the results of device-specific calibration techniques that compensate for the different color perceptions inherent in each configuration; and third proposed the application of well-known iris and periocular recognition strategies based on classic coding and matching techniques, as well as the demonstration of how they can be combined to overcome the problems associated with mobile environments [61] .
Umer et al. (2015) proposed a new set of characteristics for personal verification and identification based on iris images. The method has three main components: Image preprocessing, feature extraction, and classification. During image preprocessing, iris segmentation is performed using the Hough restricted circular transformation. Then, only two disjoint quarters of the segmented iris pattern are normalized, which allow the extraction of characteristics for classification purposes. Here, the method of extracting characteristics of an iris model is based on a morphological operator of multiple scales. Then, the characteristics of the iris are represented by the sum of the dissimilarity residues obtained by the application of a morphological top-hat transform [62] . Thomas et al. (2016) in this work, our system introduces a more accurate method called Random Sample Consensus to adjust the ellipse around the non-circular iris boundaries. You can locate the iris boundaries more accurately than the methods based on the Hough transformation. We also use the Daugman rubber sheet model for iris normalization and elliptical unpacking, and correspondence based on the correlation filter for in-class and interclass evaluation. Peak side lobe ratio is the measure of similarity used for the corresponding models. Through these, the recognition process improves with the Daugman method. The WVU database is used to perform experiments and promising results are obtained [63] . Hajari et al. (2016) showed that iris recognition is a difficult problem in a noisy environment. Their main objective is to develop a reliable iris recognition system that can operate in a noisy image environment and increase the rate of iris recognition in the CASIA and MMU iris datasets. They proposed two algorithms: First, a new method to eliminate the noise of the iris image and, second, a method to extract the characteristics of the texture through a combined approach of the local binary model and the gray level cooccurrence matrix. The proposed approach provided the highest recognition rate of 96.5% and low error rate and required less uptime [64] .
Soliman et al. (2017) introduced a rough algorithm to solve the computational cost problem while achieving an acceptable precision. The gray image of the iris is transformed into a binary image using an adaptive threshold obtained from the analysis of the intensity histogram of the image. The morphological treatment is used to extract an initial central point, which is considered the initial center of the iris and pupil boundaries. Finally, a refinement step is performed using an integrodifferential operator to obtain the centers and the final rays of the iris and the pupil. This system is robust against occlusions and intensity variations [65] . Naseem et al. (2017) proposed an algorithm to compare the vanguard spatial representation classification with Bayesian fusion for several sectors. The proposed approach has shown that it overall performs the implemented algorithm in standard databases. The complexity analysis of the proposed algorithm shows a decisive superiority of the proposed approach. In this research, the concept of class-specific dictionaries for iris recognition is proposed. Essentially, the query image is represented as a linear combination of learning images of each class. The well-conditioned inverse problem is solved using the least squares regression and the decision is judged in favor of the class with the most accurate estimate [66] . Llano et al. (2018) presented a robust and optimized multisensor scheme with a strategy that combines the evaluation of video frame quality with robust segmentation fusion methods for image recognition and simultaneous image iris recognition. As part of the proposed scheme, they presented a fusion method based on the modified Laplacian pyramid in the segmentation stage. The experimental results in the Casia-V3-Interval, Casia-V4-Mile, Ubiris-V1, and MBGC-V2 databases show that the robust optimized scheme increases recognition accuracy and is robust for different types of iris sensors [67] .
Zhang et al. (2018) implemented a generalized stimulation framework to solve some problems of practical recognition of the iris at a distance, namely, the detection of the iris, the detection of the poor location of the iris, the detection of iris, and iris recognition. This solution takes advantage of a set of carefully designed features and well-adjusted stimulation algorithms. Basically, there are two main contributions. The first is an exploration of the intrinsic properties of remote iris recognition, as well as robust features carefully designed for specific problems. The second important contribution is the methodology on how to adapt AdaBoost's learning to specific problems [68] .
RESEARCH METHODOLOGY

Iris Image Dataset
The construction of iris image dataset is a difficult job due to many reasons such as distance, lighting, and the resolution of the used device. This research needs to collect iris images of real patients those have some diseases on their iris. The captured iris images are of 8-bit gray images with a resolution of 480*640. In general, the iris is approximately form a circular shape. The diameter of the iris in the captured image in this dataset is about 200 pixels. Twenty eye images of 10 patients infected with anterior uveitis are applied in this research.
Implemented System
During a brief reviewing in this field, you can find many systems and algorithms are implemented for biometric recognition including iris recognition. The proposed implemented approach for iris recognition contains the following components ( Fig. 2 ):
• Eye image acquisition: In this step, the eye object is captured using sensitive device to convert the real iris object into digital image contains of number of effective pixels.
• Eye image preprocessing: In this step, the acquired digital image is converted into standard image that can be adapted for the next step of processing. This step passed into many processes such as converting the image into gray scale image, image filtering, and image resizing.
• Iris image localization: In this step, the diseased eye image is enhanced to track the iris region to detect and localize the iris region.
• Iris image normalization: In this step, the iris image is normalized and then converted into gray scale to generate a standard iris image to be adequate for the next step for processing. • Feature extraction: This step deals with the generation of features or characteristics related to the indicated iris image. Feature is extracted using two-dimensional discrete wavelet transform (2D DWT). 2D DWT is performed through passing low-pass filter and high-pass filter for both rows and columns of the image as shown in the following two equations:
(1)
Where, x represents the input array and both g and h represent low-pass and high-pass filters, respectively.
• Template matching: In this step, the template matching is generated that can be used to decide the personal authentication based on the selected threshold.
Detection of Diseased Eye
There are many differences between diseased eye and normal eye as shown in Fig. 3 . One important issue is to identify the diseased eye, in which the pupil of the diseased eye with anterior uveitis is not circular and may cause changes in iris architecture or atrophy. In this study, two factors are considered to separate between diseased and normal eyes:
• To localize the pupil boundary or iris boundary as a circle, its radius must fall within the specific range. In the specified database, the range of iris radius value is within 90-150 pixels, while the pupil radius ranges are within 28-75 pixels.
• The pupil is always within the iris region; hence, the pupil boundary must be within the iris boundary for normal
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Feature extraction Template matching eyes, while in the diseased eyes, the pupil boundary is localized away from iris region. This gives an evidence that the eye is diseased and an enhancement must be introduced before iris localization step.
Enhancement of Iris Image
When decision is taken that the eye is infected or diseased, then the procedure goes directly to the enhancement process. The enhancement process helps to localize the pupil boundary. The enhancement process is implemented through the following steps: 1. Determine the upper boundary of iris, which leads to cover the area within the pupil (Fig. 4) . At this process, three parameters are stored: The upper radius (R upper ), X upper boundary of the iris (X upper ), and Y upper boundary of the iris (Y upper ).
2. Resizing the eye image to isolate the iris image as shown in Fig. 5 . The pupil boundary will be localized within the iris region instead of the whole eye region. Hence, the new iris image will be determined as below: P x max refers to the maximum point on X-axis found in pupil pixels (7) P y max refers to the maximum point on Y-axis found in pupil pixels (8) 6. Round the irregular pupil area by a rectangular shape as shown in Fig. 9 . This rectangular shape contains all the pixels of the irregular pupil. Two points must be calculated in this step: 10. Compare the processed image with the images stored in the database to identify the person.
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Hamming distance measures the fraction of disagreeing bits resulting from bit-by-bit comparison of the two regions of interest. The obtained result indicated that the criterion is chosen to be 0.40, which means that a matching decision is never declared between two iris codes if it is exceed 40% of the disagreed bits. Fig. 11 illustrates that the change in Hamming distance before and after applying the proposed approach; in addition, it is clear that applying this approach causes significant decreasing in the Hamming distance value. and the Hamming distance for the images of the same diseased eye after treatment. This figure indicated that the Hamming distance values for the two diseased eye images after treatment are less than the Hamming distance values for the images of the diseased eye before and after treatment. These results are caused by the pupil of the treated eyes seem normal unlike diseased eyes whose pupil becomes a little larger after applying the proposed enhancement method. Fig. 13 indicated the differences in pupil radius values between the images of the diseased eyes after applying the enhancement and the images of the same diseased eyes after receiving the processed image. According to pupil distortion in the diseased eyes, the size of the pupil will enlarge affecting the size of iris region which should be considered when calculating Hamming distance in iris recognition algorithm; this caused increasing the Hamming distance values.
The implemented approach is evaluated through performance evaluation in terms of false rejection rate (FRR) and false acceptance rate (FAR). FAR and FRR are shown in Fig. 14 based on the Hamming distance. Perfect recognition is not possible due to the overlapping distributions. An accurate recognition rate is achieved through threshold of 0.40, in which a false accept rate and false reject rate of 0.000% and 0.100%, respectively, are obtained.
CONCLUSIONS
Iris recognition is an effective method for biometric human identification. The implemented iris recognition approach is passed into many steps to achieve good system performance. This research studied the effects of infected eye on the recognition process through introducing different types of eye images. In addition, treating and enhancing processes are inserted in the overall approach to prepare an adequate iris image for processing. The obtained results indicated that the recognition performance of the implemented approach is 90%. The experimental results show that the proposed method is an effective approach in iris recognition. 
